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Fall 2009 – General Collection & Associated Components 

1. SR.301GT 
Advanced and 
Accelerated 

Students can be enrolled in three different program models for Advanced & Accelerated. The program was 
modified to allow multiple records for each student, but only the records with the 3 newest dates will be pulled 
for submission; added more fields for up to five Special Program Options; added program end/exit date and 
comment fields. Data will still be gathered from a student’s schedule. 

2. SR.301AE Adult Ed For ease of entry, the fields in the screen have been ‘split’ and better organized. 

3. SR.301II NEW – Immigrant 
A new program has been written to accommodate the new Country of Birth and Year of Entry fields for immigrant 
students. 

4. MV.IMM NEW – Immigrant 
Designed to be a one-time run program, this program will move students who have been tagged as immigrants 
into the new SR.301II maintenance file. It is advised that you have a list of immigrants before using this program, 
to ensure they were all moved. 

5. SR.301BI LEP 

Four additional fields were added for the LEP instructional program, as multiple programs can now be reported 
(the first one is considered the primary). The screen was rearranged and non-SRSD fields were moved to the 
bottom of the screen. Two fields were added for additional languages which may be optionally reported. 
Languages will be reported to the State as the SIF ISO code. Please refer to the list of languages and countries that 
didn’t match the SIF ISO listing. If you have students with these languages or countries, you must manually update 
them. 

6. SR.301ME/MC 
Migrant Education/ 
Curriculum 

New fields have been added for the Local Course ID and Local Course Title fields; screen reformatted. 

7. SR.301EC Early Childhood 
A new field has been added for the Delivery Schedule field (part/full-time, etc). Old fields have been moved to the 
bottom and labeled ‘district use’. 
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8. SR.301RF Sped Referrals 
The verbiage ‘Timeliness of IEP’ replaces ‘Parental Consent to Evaluate’, new code values, and one additional 
code; upon installation, a conversion program will run to convert existing codes; removed code 4 in Result of 
Initial IEP field. Code 9 does not map to a new code. If you have code 9 students, please update them manually. 

9. SR.500SE CMT Special Ed 
Referrals are mapped to the new codes except those with code 9. Exit codes for district withdrawals are no longer 
required.  If a student drops from the district, CEPI will automatically remove them from Special Ed. All students 
with an Exit code of 22, are being brought over as a State Exit code 30. All other drop codes are ignored. 

10. SR.250 Discipline Mapping 
Because suspensions and expulsions are now required to be submitted for all students, the mapping in SR.250 will 
need to include all codes that will be included in the General collection submission. (SR.255 is no longer used for 
Sped discipline mapping). 

11. SR.301SE Special Ed 
A second field was added for the Additional Disability field. (A student could be both legally blind and deaf). CMT’s 
Special Ed has NOT been updated at this time. (There has not been a Special Ed meeting to discuss changes.) 

12. STU.303 Discipline 
The Follow Up code field has been extended to two characters. If you have more than one follow-up code, up to 
three can be entered in SR.301, but remember, re-running SR.500 will result in loss of manually entered data. 

13. STU.360 Registration 
We added F6=Codes to give users access to the entry/withdrawal codes. This will NOT return selected codes to 
the enrollment line, but at least they can see the valid codes. The codes displayed are based on the student’s 
current district and school. 

14. SR.360 
Enrollment History 
Extension 

Several more fields were added and the screen was re-arranged. 

15. SR.301B SRSD Basic 

It was determined there was a lot of redundant data on this screen. SR.280 already mapped attributes and tags 
where this information could be gathered. Redundant data has been removed, however UIC remains.  Ethnic 
ranking, at-risk, and program eligibility access still remain. Eligibility codes still remain Y/N although the State is 
requesting four digit codes. All codes are converted when MSD.600 is run. 

16. SR.721 UIC/Early Roster Build 

Replaces the SR.720, reformatted for version 2 of MSDS. Two new limits were added to assist with reporting Early 
Roster. First, the ability to limit the downloaded students to current students NOT reported in the last submission. 
Second, the ability to limit the downloaded students to anyone with a Basic Student original enrollment date on 
or after the specified original enrollment date. 

17. SR.741 
IM UIC/Early Roster 
Build 

Replaces SR.740. Two new limits were added to assist with reporting Early Roster. First, the ability to limit the 
downloaded students to those in the IM, but NOT reported in the last submission. Second, the ability to limit the 
downloaded students to anyone with an SR.301IM enrollment date on or after the specified original enrollment 
date. 
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18. SR.730/740 Import Resolved UIC’s 
These programs were NOT modified to import from an XML file. Please continue to download the non-SRSD 
format for importing. 

19. SR.500 Build CIMS download 
This program was heavily modified to pull the new requirements. Please give yourself extra time during this 
submission to make sure all data is reported. Submitting Entity and Submitting Entity Code have been added to 
the prompt screen. The Spring/EOY collections are not yet complete, please do not run. 

20. SR.550 
Merge SR.301IM into 
SR.301 

This program was heavily modified to pull the new requirements. Please give yourself extra time during this 
submission to make sure all data is reported. 

21. SR.560 GONE! 
This program is no longer required. Use MSD.600 to build your State submission file. This will build SR301MI and 
the XML file in the IFS. This will enable you to continue to run all the reports that were based off this data. 

22. SR.301 
Maintain ALL SRSD 
information 

Simplified the command screen. Hopefully this will make the process easier when doing an ‘Add’ on a student. 
This program was heavily modified to accommodate the new requirements. The discipline screen is now stored in 
a different file-SR301D. If you find an issue, please report it! In our attempt to get through edit changes, there is a 
possibility to have missed some. If you notice SR.500 not pulling in a piece of data that you feel it should be, and 
you’ve checked all of the mapping programs, please send a message to srsd@cmtonline.com. 

23. SR.301IM 
Maintain Students Not 
in CIMS 

Unfortunately we couldn’t simplify this command screen, however, there are just as many modifications. 
Discipline is stored in SR301DM. If you notice SR.550 not pulling in a piece of data that you feel it should be, 
please let us know. 

24. SR.570 
Create a Backup of 
Your Submission 

Modified to back up the SR301DI file (this file contains the records built by MSD.600 for discipline). 

25. SR.290 
Remove students 
from programs 

We heavily modified this program. More detailed help text is included. 

26. MSD.600 Build MSDS files 

Modified to build Fall Collection, SNE, Student Record Maintenance (End of Summer Snapshot) and updated to 
build the V2 MSDS tables. Please let us know if there is a piece of data that you know is in the SR.301 and isn’t 
coming down into the XML table. Same goes for SNE and EOS snapshot. End of Summer Snapshot will only pull 
dropped students for the date range you put in.  Code 99 is a new state exit code that CMT has added to allow 
Never Enrolled/No Show students to be bypassed when running the Student Record Maintenance Early Snapshot. 
Map your No Show codes to 99 in SR.230. 

27. SRSD04 Reports 
Reports have been modified to pull data from the new requirements as necessary. ST.2260/5530 has been 
modified to go to the tag or attribute mapping to pull the program enrollments versus SR.301B. 

mailto:srsd@cmtonline.com
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28. SR.230 Exit Codes 
Make sure all of your entry/withdrawal codes are mapped to the appropriate state code. Code 99 is a new state 
code that CMT has added to allow Never Enrolled/No Show students to be bypassed when running the Student 
Record Maintenance Early Snapshot. 

29. SR.250 
Links to Disposition 
Codes 

A new field has been added to identify the ‘type’ of suspension/expulsion. You must map ALL 
suspension/expulsion codes that will be reported to the State, only those mapped will be reported. 

30. SR.272 
Links to Resident 
Status and Resident 
County 

A new field was added to identify the resident county for each student by using the resident status attribute to 
identify both pieces of data. 

If most of your students live in one county, continue to use ‘R’ for resident and add the county code to the SR.272 
mapping. If you have another county, like Genesee, create an attribute code of ‘RG’, assign this attribute value to 
those students that live in Genesee county and then map Genesee county to code RM in SR.272. 

31. SR.280 District Definitions 

Homeless can no longer be stored in an attribute. Be sure to move your students to a single item data tag, and 
validate it. Section 504 is no longer stored in SR.301B, please create a tag. There is a conversion program on the 
SRSONE menu you can use to move the students to the tag after you set it up and add it to SR.280. Personal 
Curriculum tag has been removed from SR.500 and placed in SR.280. Personal curriculum tag must be a columnar 
tag. Only OPD and OPS may be entered here. 10/30 day rule tag has also been added. Tag students you need to 
report as ‘true’. Be sure you have the correct submission set. 

32. STU.280 Tag Definitions 
OPD and OPS must be changed to columnar tags. The first column needs to be called Subject Area. The second 
column needs to be called Reason. OPD and OPS tags will be validated against the State assigned codes. Only one 
reason per student can be submitted no matter how many subjects they allow. 

33. STU304 Tag entry F4 is now available for all single item data tags that have validation data behind them. 

34. STU.801 Student Promotions 
Will now update all the appropriate State fields when the switch setting for ‘Retain registration info when moving 
to new school’ is set to ‘Y’. 

35. STU.950 Remove All Records Has been updated for the new files. 

36. STU.975 Change Student File ID Has been updated for the new files. 

37. STU.940 Validate Sort Names Has been updated for the new files. 

38. EN.100 
Restricted Change 
Enrollment History 

Has been updated for the new fields. 
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39. FF.214E/314E Student Count Report Has been recompiled due to file changes. 

40. MP.010/010N MEAP Pre-ID Recompiled due to file changes. 

41. MP.230 MME Maintenance Updated for the latest test scores. 

42. MP.830 Load MME Scores Updated for the latest test scores. 

43. Code files Code files updated SR116, SR133, SR134, SR137, SR149, SR166, SR167, SR168, SR169, SR170 

44. STU.301 SMS 8.08 upgrade Please refer to upgrade documentation. 

45. STU301/E/M  Added new overrides for updated maintenance programs in SRSD. 

46. SR.500    Enhancement  Modified to call SR.963 to update the class levels 

47. GRD.310  Fix 
Fixed an issue with the F11 key not pulling the correct requirements when going between the State and District 
grad plans. 

48. ST.5530            Enhancement  Modified the program to pull the At-Risk fields. 

 
 
 

 


